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Introduction 
Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring with maximal ideal P0 = no R, quo- 
tient field K and finite residue field R/Po = k. Let L/K be a finite Galois extension, 
with Galois group G, and S the valuation ring of L, with maximal ideal P = nS. Let 
a be a factor set on G × G having values in the units U(S) of S. We consider the 
K-central simple algebra A = (L/K, a) which is the left vector space over L having 
basis uo, tr in G and multiplication given by 
u~lu~ = tr(l)a(tr, r)u~ 
for 1 in L, tr, r in G. A is a crossed-product algebra. Moreover we consider the 
crossed-product order denoted by A = (S/R, a), which is the free S-module on ua. 
A is an R-order in A. 
The purpose of this paper is to find a necessary and sufficient condition for A 
to be of finite representation type. If a is the trivial factor set, such a condition is 
given in [9, Theorem 2]. 
We shall need a little more notation. K~ is the fixed field of the first ramification 
group GI of P in L/K. R1 is the valuation ring of K1, with maximal ideal nlRl, and 
Al the crossed-product order (S/R~, a l l  where al is the restriction of a on G1. We 
assume that a is normalized, so u~ is the identity element of A. 
Throughout this paper we shall use the terminology of [6]. 
Recall that [6, 29.6] 
A = EndDV= Mr(D), (1) 
where D is a skewfield having center K, V is the unique up to isomorphism simple 
left A-module and Mr(D) is the ring of r × r-matrices over D. If (D" K) = m z, then 
m is the index of D. Moreover, let e be the ramification index of P in L/K and f 
its ramification degree. Then n e = n0e, for some unit e of S and f= [S/nS : R/noR]. 
From the relation (1) it follows that ef=rm. Let, now, d be the unique maximal 
R-order in D and nD be a prime element of A such that [6, 14.5] 
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no = ~z~. (2) 
In Section 1 it is proved that if the extension L /K  is tamely ramified, then there 
are e/m maximal R-orders in A containing A. G. Janusz has proved this result [5], 
here another proof is given. 
In Section 2 the extension L /K  is assumed to be totally and wildly ramified. The 
non-isomorphic rreducible A-lattices are determined (Theorem 3) and by Theorem 
4 it is proved that, in this case also, the number of maximal R-orders in A is e/rn. 
In Section 3 it is proved that A is of finite representation type if and only if A~ 
is of finite representation type. Moreover, it is given a necessary and sufficient con- 
dition for A~ to be of finite representation type. This result is a generalization of
that of the case of the trivial factor set. For facts about local fields and ramification 
theory we are referred to [8] and [10]. 
. 
Any maximal R-order in A containing A is of the form EndaM, where M is a 
full right A-lattice in V, [6, 17.4], and hence a full left A-lattice in V. Moreover, 
M is an irreducible A-lattice. 
Proposition 1. Let M be a right A-lattice full in V and a left A-lattice. Then 
M~zo C rtM. 
Proof. Let N= riM+ Mrt D. Then N is a left A- and right A-lattice full in V. Hence 
N is an irreducible A-lattice. Moreover from the Nakayama's lemma r tMCN~M. 
We consider the maximal R-orders EndA M and Endd N in A containing A. From 
[6,§17], EndAN=x(EndM)x -1 for some unit x of A and hence N=xM. Let 
x=~,a~oeana~uo, where eaeU(S) and aa is an integer. Then xM=Ita°M where 
ao=min{aa, treG}, since ea and ua are units of A. If ao_<O, then N=xMg_M, 
which is impossible. Therefore ao>O and so NcnM.  Hence N=rrM, that is 
Mno C rtM. 
In the sequel, we shall examine the non-isomorphic rreducible A-lattices of the 
form niM, i ~ 77, where M is as in Proposition 1. Let n'M--- ztJM as left A-lattices. 
Any such isomorphic extends to an A-isomorphism KM = KM, hence must be given 
by right multiplication by some d eD. Writing d= uztko for some k, where u is a 
unit of A, it follows that 
ltiM_~ 7tJM ~ ltiM= ltJM~z k. 
We remark that ~zeM= noM=M. So let s be the least positive integer for which 
M=- nSM as A-lattices. Then 7tiM-~ rtJM if and only if s I i - j .  So under the above 
notation we have proved 
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Proposition 2. The irreducible A-lattices hiM, O<_i<s-1, are non-&omorphic. 
Now we consider the maximal R-orders in A 
Fi=EndA(niM), O<_i<_s-1. 
containing A and their intersection 
S--I 
F= ~ Fi= {x~A " X( lz iM)c l t iM,  O<_i<s-  1}. 
i=0 
F is, also, an R-order in A containing A. 
Proposition 3. F & a hereditary order. 
Proof. First we shall prove that rad F= nF. From Proposition 1 it follows that 
niM/ni+lM, O<_i<_s- 1 
are right 3 = (A/nDd)-vector spaces. Moreover (z]" k )=m,  [6, 14.3], and so 
(niM/n i+ 1M . ~) =f. 
From the definition of F we have 
nF= {x ~A " x(n iM)  C n i+ 1m, O<_i< s -  1 } 
and so nF is the kernel of the ring epimorphism 
S--I 
F ~ (~ End3(niM/n i+ 1M) = Mf(~ ) ~s), 
i=0 
where X ~a) means direct sum of a copies of X. Therefore rad FC  nF. On the other 
hand it is easily verified that nF=Fn and so (nF)e= noF. Hence nFCrad  F, and 
we have proved that rad F= nF. This means that rad F is an invertible (F,F)- 
bimodule and hence F is a hereditary order [6, 39.1]. 
Proposition 4. I f  M is as in Proposition 1, then MnD = ne/mM. 
Proof. From the definition of F we get that M is an indecomposable F-lattice. 
Moreover, from Proposition 1, MnD C riM. Let k be a positive integer such that 
MnDC nkMand MnDCZ n k+ IM, and let M 1 = n-kMnD . Then M l CMand Mlc£ riM. 
Thus (M1 + nM) /nM is a non-zero submodule of the simple F-module M/nM,  [6, 
39.18], whence Ml +nM=M.  Therefore M 1 =M,  by the Nakayama's lemma, and 
so Mn D = nkM. From this and relation (2) we get MnD = nkmM and hence heM= 
nkmM. Therefore e= km and k = e/m. 
From the above propositions we obtain the following 
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Theorem 1. I f  M is a left A-lattice which & a right A-lattice full & V, then 
(i) MT~ D = ire~raM. 
(ii) The irreducible A-lattices niM, 0 < i< elm - 1, are non-isomorphic. 
Oe/m - 1 (iii) The R-order F=~ ~i=0 End,~0ziM) in A contains A and is hereditary. 
The structure of F can be described quite explicitly, since it is hereditary. For a 
suitable choice of matrix units in Mr(D), F is the set of block matrices with entries 
in each block on and below the diagonal taken freely from A, while the remaining 
entries are filled from rad A. The number of diagonal blocks is e/m and each of 
them has size f .  Moreover 
F/rad F= Mf(~ )(e/m). 
Therefore elm is the type and {f, ... , f}  are the invariants of F. 
If the extension L /K  is tamely ramified, then A is a hereditary order and 
rad A = hA, [11, Proposition 1.3]. From the structure of the hereditary orders and 
the above we obtain A = F. Hence we have proved 
Theorem 2 (Janusz). I f  the extension L /K  is tamely ramified, then there are exactly 
e/m non-isomorphic rreducible A-lattices, namely 
ztiM, O<_i<_e/m- 1
where M is a left A-lattice full in V and right A-lattice. 
Moreover, there are exactly e/m maximal R-orders in A containing A, namely 
EndA(rtiM), O<_i<_e/m- 1. 
. 
In this section we suppose that the extension L /K  is totally ramified. Therefore 
S/P = k and the group G is a p-group, where p is the characteristic of k, [10, 7.3.3]. 
From the exact sequence of groups 
1 ~ 1 + ztS ~ U(S)~k*~ 1 
where k*= k -  {0}, we obtain the exact sequence 
HI(G, k*)~ H2(G, 1 + rtS)~ HZ(G, U(S))~ H2(G,k*). 
Since [1, p. 85, 128] 
HI(G, k*) = 1 = HE(G, k*) 
it follows that 
H 1 (G, 1 + rtS) = H2(G, U(S)). 
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Therefore we may choose a such that a(cr, r )e  1 + nS for a, r e G. (This remark 
is due to Dr. A. Chalatsis.) 
Proposition 5. A is a local order and 
radA=nS+ ~., S(u~-ul) .  
a-el 
Proof. We consider the ring A =A/nA.  Since a(a, r) e 1 + nS, for a, r e G, we 
deduce that A-=-kG, where kG is the group algebra of G over k. In the sequel we 
identify A with kG. k is the unique up to isomorphism simple A-module and [2, 
27.281 
radA= ~ k (a -1 ) .  
a~G 
Now if we imitate the proof of [6, 6.15] we get that radA =~p-l(radA), where 
~p:A~A is the natural epimorphism. Therefore 
radA=ztS+ ~ S(ua-ul) .  
a6G 




as additive groups, hence 
A/rad A -~ S/nS = k, 
which means that A is a local order. 
Let M be an irreducible left A-lattice, not necessarily a right A-lattice. Moreover 
let {ol, 02, ..., ore} be a S-basis of M. 
Proposition 6. Under the above notation, it holds that (u a -  Ul)O i ~ nM. 
Proof. Let A4 be the left A-module M/nM.  Since k is the unique up to isomorphism 
irreducible A-module, A~ rhas a composition series of length m and each composition 
factor is A-isomorphic to k, [2, 54.19]. Let 
J~XoDXI  D ' "  ~Xm=O 
be the composition series of A4. Then any Xi is of the form Mi /nM for some sub- 
module Mi of M containing rtM. Therefore Mi, as S-module, has the form 
M i = Sztv, Q . "  OSrt Vi<~)Soi+ ,•.. .  (~So m 
for 1 <_i<_m, and gi-~kOi+l(~"'(~kOrn, where Oi is the image of oi under the map 
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M ~ AT/. Moreover 
Si /Xi+ 1 -~k, O<i<_m-  1 
as A-modules and hence kOi-~k. Let (Pi:kfii~k be defined by ~oi(Oi)=ki, O<_i<- 
m- 1. Since ¢i is a A- isomorphism and A = kG, we get that 
¢7(Di(Oi) = (ff(¢70i) for t re G. 
Therefore trOi = Oi, for 1 _< i_< m and tre G, which means that (u~-  Ul)Oi ~ rcM for 
1 <_i<_m and tre G, and the result follows. 
Corollary. (a) rad A C rad F, 
(b) (rad A)F= rad F. 
Proof. (a) It is obvious from Propositions 5 and 6. 
(b) Since A n C rad A C rad F = Frt = Fre C (rad A)F  C Fn = (rad A)F  = rad F. 
From Proposit ion 6 we are led to define a positive number t such that 
(Ua-Ul)Oi~TttM and (ua -u l )o i~ I t t - lM  (3) 
for 1 _< i_< m and o ~ G. We shall  need another  posi t ive number  a def ined as follows 
a(a ,z )~ l+reaS  and a(a ,z )~ l+rd+lS  
for a, z in G and a the factor set of the crossed-product algebra A. We know that 
a>_l.  
Moreover from the relations 
UarO i ~ O i mod ntM and a(tr, OUarOi = UaUrO i~  O i mod lrtM 
we obtain a(a, r)oi-- oi mod rttM. Therefore 
a >_ t. (4) 
Now let p(a) describe the action of ua on the elements ol, ..., ore. Then from the 
t (a) relations (3) we obtain p (a )=I+ n (a i j ) ,  where the matrix (a,~ a)) is defined by the 
relations 
_t_(e).,  t (a) t (tr) UaOi=It Uil o1+' - '+(1  +/17 aii )oi+...+7[ aimOm, l<_i<_m. (5) 
The matrices p(a), tr E G, satisfy the relation 
a(tr, 0P t°r) = P(a)tr{PtO } for tr, r in G 
[6, 29.23]. From this relation it is easy to see that, if a 0 is the first ramification 
number of the extension L /K ,  then 
a 0 >_ t. (6) 
Now from the relations (4) and (6) after a few calculations it is easy to prove that 
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the number t is independent of the choice of the S-basis of M. 
Let a (*) 7~(ija) s n(a) 7~(ija) + 1S. ij E and ~ Then from the relations (3) it follows that uij 
for every i there exists at least one subscript k such that ( ika)= O. 
Theorem 3. Under the above notation the non-&omorphic irreducible .A-lattices are 
the fol lowing 
7~i (SOl (~ sTca202 @ . " . @ ST"camom), 
for  0 <_ i< e lm - 1, where the elements a2,.. . ,  am are natural numbers atisfying the 
relations 
0 < a2___ a3 < . . .  <am,  
t+ ( lka)>ak,  
t + (2ka) _ ak - a2, 
. . .  
t + (m - 2, ka) > ajc - am - 2, 
t + (m - 1, ma) >_ am - am- 1. 
k=2,3 , . . . ,m 
k--3,4, . . . ,m 
k=m- l ,m 
(7) 
Proof. Let M=SoI@. ' .@So m and N be any other irreducible A-lattice. Then 
KM = KN.  Replacing N by an isomorphic opy, we may assume that NC M. Choose 
k so that 
NcnkM and N~n k+lM 
and let N1 = n-kN.  Then 
NI C M and Nl f~ nM. 
This means that NI as a S-module has the form 
N 1 = So 1 (~s~a2o2(~ "'" (~S[(,amom 
where ai, 2<_i<m are natural numbers uch that 0-<a2---..-<am and there xists at 
least one ai~:O. We remark that NI is a A-lattice if and only if uav I and 7~aiuaoi, 
2< i<_m are elements of N I. But this leads exactly to the r lations (7). From this 
and Proposition 2 the assertion of the theorem is proved. 
Now we come to the main result of this section. We shall use the notation of the 
above theorem. 
Theorem 4. There are exactly e /m maximal  R-orders in A containing A,  namely 
F/=EndAUriM), O<_i<e/m-  1. 
Proof. From Theorem 1, F/= End~ (TriM), 0 <_ i<_ e /m - 1 are maximal R-orders in 
A containing A and their intersection F is a hereditary R-order in A also containing 
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A. The existence of another maximal R-order in A containing A except of the above 
F~ means the existence of an irreducible left A-lattice N which is a right A-lattice. 
Then N must be of the form SOl + Sn~o2 +"" + SnamOm as in Theorem 3. But then 
from Theorem 1 
F/=EndA(niN) ,  O<_i<e/m- 1 
will be maximal R-orders in A containing A and 
e lm-  1 
r '= N r/' 
i=0 
will be a hereditary R-order in A containing A of type e/m and invariants {1, ..., 1 }; 
in other words F '  will be a minimal hereditary R-order in A as F is. Therefore, [7, 
IX, 2.21], e and e '  are Morita equivalent and there exists a unit 7 of A such that 
F'=yFy-1 and N=yM.  
Let 7= ~aeotana°u~ for aa~_ and tabU(S). Then, since 7oi~N, from the re- 
lations (5) and the form of N we deduce that aa >- O, Va ~ G. Therefore y ~ A. Let 
us write 
7=s+ ~ so(u~-ul) for s~,~S. 
a~G 
a~l  
Then we remark that (u a -  ul)oi ~N. So from the relation 7oi ~N, for 1_ i<m, we 
obtain that soi ~ N. This means that s e nS since there exists at least one ak> 0 in 
the definition of N. Hence 7~radA and so NCnM;  but from Theorem 3 this is 
impossible. Therefore the only irreducible A-lattices which are right A-lattices are 
the hiM, O<i<e/m-  1, and the theorem follows. 
. 
We come back to the notation of Section I just to reduce the problem of the 
representation type of A to A~, and after this we shall use the notation of Section 
2. We shall follow the same method as that of the proof of [9, Theorem 2]. 
Proposition 7. The R-order A = (S/R, a) is of  finite representation type if and only 
if the Rl-order A1 = (S/R k, al) is of  finite representation type. 
Proof. Let n(A) (resp. n(A1)) be the number of the non-isomorphic indecom- 
posable A (resp. A l)-lattices- If M is a A i-lattice, let M A = A ®n, M be the induc- 
ed A-lattice. If N is a A-lattice, let NA, be the restriction of N to a Al-lattice. First 
we prove that if n (A l )<~,  then n(A)<oo. Let N be a A-lattice. We exhibit A- 
homomorphisms ~p and ~ such that 
¢p:(NA,)A-"+N, Ip':N-*(NA~) A and (pol/ /=lN; 
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that is N is a direct summand of (NA,) A. 
We shall prove that the following maps satisfy the above conditions: 
g 1 
~p(A®n)=An and g/(n)= ~ um®duoi~n, 
i=1 0t(O'i, O'/-1 ) 
where 2 cA ,  neN,  G= Ug=l trig I with tr I the unit element of G and d an element 
in R1 such that Tr/c./r(0)= 1; there exists such an element 0 in R1, because the ex- 
tension KI/K is tamely ramified. It is easy to be proved that ~0 is a A-homo- 
morphism, ~ is a S-homomorphism and ~0 o~ = IN. It suffices to prove that 
~u(u~n) =u~ ~u(n) (8) 
and n in N. If we put r71 =tr/-ltr, then the equality (8) leads to the • for tr in G 
relation 
a°~'(r71a-l,a) a(a, ri) 
a(ari, rTla -1 ) - aa(ri, r/-1 ) ' (9) 
where s a = a(s) for s ~ S and a ~ G. But from the properties of the normalized fac- 
tor set a we get 
aar'(r/-I tr -l, tr) 1 
ct(trri, r/- I t r -1 ) - Ct(trZi, r/-1 ) 
a(t7, ri) 1 




Now from the relations (10) and (11) the relation (9) follows and therefore the 
relation (8) holds. 
Now since R and R 1 are complete valuation ri gs, the Krull-Schmidt heorem 
holds for A- and Al-lattices. Therefore the relation N] (N)A , implies that an in- 
decomposable A-lattice N is a A-summand of some M A, where M is an indecom- 
posable Al-lattice. Hence, if n(Al)<oo, then n(A)< oo. 
In the other direction, for any A ~-lattice M we have M I ( MA)A,, since 
M A = 1 ®Ai M(~Uoz®A~ MQ""  OUa~®A~ M. 
Therefore if n(A)< oo, then n(A1)< oo, and the proposition is established. 
From hereafter we return to the notation of Section 2. In other words we assume 
that L/K  has no tame ramification (that is K=K1). 
Let gA(M) denote the minimal number of generators of the A-module M. 
Proposition 8. / z  A (F /A)  = e -  1. 
Proof. Let J=  rad A. From Corollary of Section 2 and the structure of F we get 
flA (F )  = I . IA / j (F / J F )  = tdA/ j (F /TrF)  = [Llk (,~ e/m ) : e. 
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Since (3 :k )=m we have .A(F/A)=e- 1, [4, p. 58]. 
Proposition 9. .A(rad F/A)= e-.k(J/(Jf')j2F)). 
Proof. Since A is a local order by Proposition 5, we obtain 
F F JF+A 
rad -- = J 
A A -  A 
hence 
(rad F )  [JF+A__A =.A~K ,] =.A(A + J r ) -  1 "A 
{'A+JF ="A/J[ j(AA+/F+ J )J]--I="A/J~Y+-J-5-.li)--I 
[5, p. 58]. In order to compute the number .A((A+JF)/(J+j2F)) we use the 
sequence of A/J-modules 
JF A + JF A + JF 
0--, -, - ' - -  ~ 0. J + j2A J + j2F JF 
Since A/J=k, each module is a k-vector space, and we obtain 
(A+JF~=.k(A+JF  ~ JF 
"k~j+J2FJ ~ ]+"k(J+-j2F) 
: "k (AA jF )  + "k( j+ JZF)  
JF 
Thus the problem of the computation of the number .A(rad(F/A)) is reduced to 
that of pk(JF/(J+ J2F)). Now we use another exact sequence of k-vector spaces: 
J + J2F JF JF 
0 ---, • ~ -~ ~ O.  j2F JZF J + j2F 
From this exact sequence we obtain 
JF [Llk(j_~72F) ="k (jJ--~FF) 
because 
{J+JZF) e_#k(  J 
--"k~ j2 F j=  jN-j2F) 
JF Frr F _~ 3 (elm) _~ k (e). 
j2F - Fir 2 ~ Frt 
From the above relations we get 
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Proposition 10. I f  G = (a) is cyclic of order n, then llk(J/J 2) =2. 
Proof. Since G is cyclic, the K-algebra A = (L/K, a) is cyclic and the factor set is 
given by [6, 30.2]. So it is easy to see that 
A = S@A(u a -  ul) and J= ~zS~)A(uo-/'/1) 
where G = <a). Moreover j2= 7r2S(~J(uo_ ul). Therefore 
J lzS A(ua-u l )=k@k 
j2 -- 7~2S @ j(ua _ /d l )  
since the map q~:A(u.-ul)-'S/~zS, given by q~Ot(ua-ul))=;t(1)mod~zS , is a 
group epimorphism with kernel J(u~-ut). Hence gk(J/J 2) =2. 
Now we are ready to prove the following 
Theorem 5. The R-order A =(S/R,a) is of finite representation type if and only if 
(a) I <- 2 or (b) I = 3 and t = 1. 
Proof. From the criterion of Drozd and Kirichenko of the representation type of 
local orders [3], Proposition 5, Theorem 1 and Theorem 4 we get that A is of finite 
representation type if and only if 
(i) gA(F/A)<_2 and (ii) gA(rad(F/A))<_l. 
From Propositions 8 and 9 the conditions (i) and (ii) become 
(i') e___3, (ii') /uk(J/jnjEF)>_e-1. 
Since e is a power of p and I GI*: 1, the condition (i') holds if 
(a) e = 2, (b) e = 3. 
Therefore we must examine for which of the conditions (a) or (b) the condition (ii') 
holds. We remark that by the Nakayama's lemma 
J2C Jn  jEFc J (12) :# 
SO 
>_1. lUk jn - j2F  
Therefore the condition (ii') holds for e--2. Let us examine the case (b). We shall 
distinguish two subcases: the first in which t_> 2 and the second in which t= 1. 
In the first case we shall prove that 
,L/k 2 F 
So the condition (ii') does not hold and hence n(A)< oo. We consider the ideal 
I=7t2SO)A(u~-ul). We remark that, since t>2 and j2F=zr2F, 
I c JN j2FC J .  
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But 
J rtS@A(u a -  ul) nS 
---- -~k  
-~ 7t2s (~A(Uo -- Ul) 7z2S 
which means that I is a maximal ideal of J. Therefore I=  Jn  jEF and the relation 
(13) holds. 
Now consider the second case by which t = 1. We may write the additive group 
J n  jEF as X@ Y(uo - ul), where X and Y are subgroups of  ~zS and A respectively, 
and 
It2SCXCTtS, JC YCA,  
as from the relation (12) follows. But since t = l, the only possibility of X and Y 
is X= ztEs and Y= J. Therefore Jn  j2F= rr2S + J(u a -  ul) = j2  and from Proposi- 
tion 10 
hence the condition (ii') holds and n(A)< oo. 
Now from Proposition 7 and Theorem 5 we have under the notation of Section 
1 the following: 
Theorem 6. The crossed-product order A = (S/R, a) is of  finite representation type 
if and only if 
(i) IG, l-<2 or (ii) IGal=3 and t= l .  
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